A local curvature multi-vertex model was developed. This model is the straightforward two-dimensional topological network model based on the physical principles which are the curvatures of grain boundaries and the grain boundary tensions at triple junctions. The model was applied to the artificial random microstructure under some conditions of grain boundary characters. The misorientation distribution was changed very little under constant grain boundary energy and mobility, but it was change much under grain boundary character dependent on misorientation. Therefore, in order to discuss actual textures, it is important to take grain boundary characters into account.
Introduction
The statistical method [1] as the model for describing the grain growth has been proposed. This method has been used for understanding the mechanism of selective grain growth of grain-oriented silicon steel sheet in steel production process. This method is useful, because previously it was difficult to identify a limited number of very small grains which existed in a huge number of matrix grains and grew to enormous grains. In the statistical method, the texture morphology affecting the grain boundary property and the pinning which is thought to govern the selective grain growth can not be considered for each grain. The recent dramatic progress of EBSP mapping capability makes the texture observation time short and the growing grain identification comparative easy [2] . Therefore, the approach by the method which can substantially utilize the EBSD observation results is expected.
The Monte Carlo method [3] , the phase field method [4] , the topological network model (or the front-tracking model) [5, 6] and the vertex model [7] [8] [9] [10] have been already developed as the models describing the grain growth. These methods or models take the texture morphology into account and have succeeded in describing the grain growth under certain conditions.
In the Monte Carlo method, the grain boundary property and the pinning is treated mathematically. Therefore it is difficult to fully express the selective grain growth with physical images. The phase field method is also applied to the grain growth model.
In the phase field method, boundaries are required to be blurred. Therefore, in case that there are a huge number of very small grains, the calculation accuracy is not necessarily adequate. And it is not easy to introduce the new physical rationale, for example, at triple junctions.
In the topological network model, the grain boundaries are approximated by curve lines. No blurred boundaries are required. The curve line between the two triple junctions has several vertices. Because of arraying vertices, it is possible to calculate local curvatures of grain boundaries. The local boundaries, or the vertices on the boundaries migrate with velocity vector i gb v , :
Where i gb m , is the grain boundary mobility, i γ is the grain boundary energy per unit length in two dimensions and i κ is the local grain boundary curvature vector at the vertex i . The direction of i κ is the direction from the vertex i to the center of the curvature. However, the grain boundaries near the triple junctions are mathematically adjusted to meet at the angle which is determined by equilibrium of the boundary energies [6] , for example, 120° for equal grain boundary energies [5] .
In the initial vertex model, the grain boundaries are approximated by straight lines at all instants [7, 8] . Under these conditions, the driving forces for grain growth are line (boundary) tensions acting the vertices which are triple junctions. The triple junctions move with velocity vector i triple v , :
(
Where i triple m , is the mobility at the vertex (triple junction) i , ij γ is the energy per unit length of the grain boundary between the vertices i and j , and ij r is the vector connecting the vertex i with the vertex j [7] . The energy per unit length is represented in the same unit as the tension. The || || / ij ij ij r r ⋅ γ acts as the tension at the triple junction. The triple junction motion is described physically accurately. However, it is the problem that the grain boundaries which are almost curve lines are approximated by the straight lines. This initial vertex model was improved by introducing the virtual vertices which are the additional vertices on the grain boundaries [9, 10] . By the improvement, grain boundaries are approximated by polygonal lines. Each vertices motion is described by the variational method of the Newton equation including the viscous drag. Based on the physical principle, this improved vertex model is thought to be adequate to describe the grain growth.
However, because the grain boundaries are approximated by not curve lines but polygonal lines, the small number of vertices on the grain boundaries makes errors. For example, at collapse of an isolated n-sided closed polygon, the grain boundary velocity described by the improved vertex model is about
times faster than that calculated by the curvature in the topological network model [9] . Although both are equal in the limit of large n, the error is 11% at 10 = n . Therefore, we propose and develop the straightforward two-dimensional topological network model which can solve the above problem.
Model
Principle of grain boundary migration. To model grain growth more accurately and directly in two dimensions, we consider two types of vertices in the same way as Frost [5] and Fuchizaki [9] . One is a real vertex which is a triple junction, the other is a virtual vertex which is on a grain boundary and discretizes the grain boundary. By this way, the migrations of the grain boundaries which are lines can be converted to the migrations of the vertices. Vertices are linked to their neighbors. A virtual vertex is linked to two vertices, and a real vertex is linked to three vertices. The migrations of a virtual vertex and a real vertex are followed by Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) respectively. The local curvature vector i κ is calculated by
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Where i R is the radius of circle arc determined by the three points which are the vertex i and nearest neighbors in both sides. The direction of i κ is the direction from the vertex i to the center of the circle arc as shown in Fig. 1 . We call it local curvature multi-vertex model. Generally, circle arcs of nearest neighbors are not coincident. Although we conveniently connect the two vertices by the straight line when drawing the texture, the local curvature calculation method is different from the drawing.
Validation of the model. To validate the model, we consider the collapse of an isolated closed circle. By the classical result of the curvature model, the shrinking evolution of the circle is described by
, where r is the radius of circle, bg m the grain boundary mobility and γ the grain boundary energy per unit length. The shrinking velocity by the proposed model is the same as that by the curvature model when the number of virtual vertices is equal to or more than three. Topological transformations. With the evolution of grain growth, topological transformations are required. We use the topological transformations of Weygand et al. [10] . Grain boundary energy and mobility. We consider grain boundary energy and mobility depending on grain misorientation. The property of energy γ and mobility m around the angle of coincidence site lattice (CSL) boundary is described by [11] 
Where Σ is order of CSL boundary [12] .
Result and discussion
Simulation Fig. 2 . The microstructure has 5,040 quadrangles of about 3 µm × 3 µm in the system are of 210 µm × 216 µm shown in Fig. 2 . The reason for using the assembly of quadrangles is just to be easy to make data. The quadrangles are not regular tetragons because a quadruple junction has to be divided to two triple junctions following the rule analogized from the topological transformations [10] . The Euler angle of each grain is determined randomly. At the initial condition, the Mackenzie distribution is appeared shown in Fig. 2 . It indicates that the initial Euler angles are random. Misorientation distribution. At the condition (A) of constant grain boundary character, the misorientation distribution is change very little. However, the misorientation distributions of the conditions (B) and (C) of variable grain boundary characters are changed much more than that of condition (A). The misorientation frequencies increase around the misorientations where the grain boundary mobility and energy are small, and the misorientation frequencies decrease around the other misorientations. Although the differences of results between conditions (B) and (C) are small, the wider the angle ranges, the larger the change of misorientation distribution especially around the small misorientation of Σ1. Therefore, the angle range also affects the misorientation distribution.
Summary
A local curvature multi-vertex model was developed. This model is the straightforward two-dimensional topological network model based on the physical principles which are the curvatures of grain boundaries and the grain boundary tensions at triple junctions. The model was applied to the artificial random microstructure under some conditions of grain boundary characters. The misorientation distribution was changed very little under constant grain boundary energy and mobility, but it was change much under grain boundary character dependent on misorientation. Therefore, in order to discuss actual textures, it is important to take grain boundary characters into account.
